Unpacking What’s “Novel” in Our Work with YA Texts
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As editors, we write the call for proposals for each issue almost two years before you hold an issue in your hands. A lot happens in two years. So, in the early spring of 2017, we wrote this particular call in the hopes of creating an issue marked with imagination, celebration of new and known voices in middle grades and YA literature, and where we had the opportunity to be immersed in great ideas about growing our students’ reading lives. Our play with the word “novel” was meant to spark innovation, creativity, and possibility. And, as we anticipated, these pages are full of rich ideas and classroom approaches.

But, given all that the past two years have brought us in our communities, our politics, and our schools, the articles and columns in this issue take us much further than we’d envisioned and into a space of even more important work.

If we listen carefully to the teachers, researchers, authors, and students whose voices fill these pages, this is an issue that does work that boldly challenges us as middle school English teachers. Yes, there is challenge in the invitation to create and imagine “novel” teaching, this issue poses a far higher and more necessary charge—pushing us to think hard about whose stories are told in the curricular and choice reading we ask students to engage in, how we support middle level readers in doing more and better because of what we read, and ensuring that the English classroom is a space in which every child is seen and valued.

In the two Leading the Call articles in this issue, we are presented with ideas for “novel” teaching that leads to necessary re-seeing and next steps of action. First, Robyn Seglem, Sarah Bonner, and Kirrstein Hays invite us to consider their work in pairing the reading of challenging middle grades and YA texts with student-inquiry projects focused on community change. And, scholar and author Ebony Elizabeth Thomas challenges us to recognize that in our separate and unequal literary landscape, there is power in our uses of retelling strategies where “we are challenged to re-see and critically consider current YA by using metaphor to shift the lenses through which we read” (14).

Several of the voices in this issue help us look closely at the current texts newly available to our readers. Young adult author Amy Reed shares her experiences with editing Our Stories, Our Voices, a collection of stories of resistance, resilience, and hope written by a diverse group of female authors who write for middle grades and YA readers. Katherine Cramer invites us to explore middle grades literature including queer and transgender characters, providing suggested titles and possible instructional ideas.

In considering the ways that text pairs allow us to juxtapose known and new texts, Brooke Boback Eisenbach, Caitlin Corrieri, Kenzie Moniz, and Robert Forrester speak to the rich opportunities open in exploring identity with middle level readers. Similarly, Teaching with YA columnist Jason Griffith reminds us of our need as teachers who read to “constantly curate from (our) own literary consumption, reflection and discussion to build rich and generative text sets around the required curricular and canonical novels (we) teach for the benefit of all students” (41).

Where she reminds us that steeping students in choice and making time for reading are “not so novel” ideas, we are struck by the wisdom of columnist Linda Rief’s student readers who share with us...
both their thoughts about what matters in the books they have recently read and what they are noticing in their own reading practices.

In deeper dives into what might be possible in “novel” lessons, we are guided by Luke Rodesiler to consider how a critical reading of All American Boys draws attention to issues of race, police violence, and athletes’ responsive activism. Stephanie Reid and Michelle Dyer take us through a study of Selznick’s The Marvels that includes lessons in remix and image analysis. And, Elizabeth Frye, Brooke Hardin, and Adrienne Stumb write with middle grade author Heather Bouwman about their students’ use of A Crack in the Sea to compose persona poems.

As much as “novel” teaching with middle grades and YA texts is taking us into brave and, in some cases, transformative spaces, it is also rooted in that which we have always known and valued in middle level teaching. We start by truly seeing each student who enters our classroom. It’s exciting to do that work in a landscape where the riches of new middle grades and YA texts are helping us to do that seeing in new ways. And, it’s essential that we do this work in a time where seeing, valuing, and honoring one another is possibly the most important thing we can teach our middle level students to do.
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Have you got an eye for a great photograph?

Voices from the Middle editors are looking for compelling digital images to feature on our four journal covers during each of our volume years. We are looking for color photos that highlight our classrooms, our students, and the unique and important work that we do as middle level teachers.

Images should align with the themes for each issue and deadlines are the same.

Photos should be at least 300 DPI, in either jpg or tiff formats. Published photos will be full color. Please do not submit previously published photos.

If you choose to include people in your submission, you are responsible for obtaining the necessary releases from all of the individuals depicted (and parent/guardians, where appropriate) and must be able to provide copies of those releases prior to publication. For more information, contact voices@ncte.org.
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